
Seller Follow-Up Sample
Shared by Keller Williams Northwest Region Top Agent Team, Reece Homes

Paul & Irina.

It's time for an update on your listing and the market, let's unpack it and see where
we can go from here:

Here's a video to provide greater context and thoughts on this update:

YOUR LISTING
To measure our efforts and results, and guide our potential adjustments moving
forward, we look at several levels of data on your listing to answer key questions
and help plot the path forward. There is a great deal of information in this update...
if time is of the essence, please focus on the highlighted portions.

● Marketing Results - How is the marketing system performing?
○ Internet Activity
○ Broker & Buyer Activity
○ Showings & Feedback

● Market Activity - How is the listing performing relative to the most recent
market activity?

○ Recent Pendings

https://connectingyouhome.com/
http://somup.com/c3jDbLuPza
http://somup.com/c3jDbLuPza


○ Recent Closings
○ Current Competition

● Observations, Conclusions & Recommendations - what's next... how
do we adapt, adjust and move forward?

Let's get started...
Marketing Results

Internet Activity
Here's the latest traffic data from your Zillow listing:

Notes: The ideal rate of saves to views is about 3.5% to 4.0%, however in your
listing's case we are at 3.06%. This is not bad, just not optimal. Though, with the
current market shift, this lower rate is becoming more common.

Broker & Buyer Activity



We are able to see several key metrics from the NWMLS which show us how
brokers and buyers are responding to your listing.

Week 1 2 3 4 5

BROKERS

Auto Emails 377 393 404 --- ---

Published 42 56 62 --- ---

Views 221 324 411 --- ---

BUYERS

Portals 187 230 248 --- ---

Views 67 100 123 --- ---

Favorites 1 4 5 --- ---

Notes: The growth in views is steady and the new favorite is a positive sign.

Showing & Feedback

There are only 2 showings in the past week which is fewer than we like to see,
though the overall feedback is good though.

MARKET ACTIVITY



We also look at several attributes of our local market so we can best evaluate our
competitive market using the same metrics we used for our market analysis. Here is
a link to full details on all the listings noted below.

Recent Pendings - these are the most effective indication of buyer interest and
action:

There are 2 listings that went on pending for the past week. The first listing is
slightly bigger but also priced lower while the second listing is a split-level home.

Recent Closed Sales - these help us best judge the potential difference between
list and sold/closing pricing.

There are no new sold listings for the past week.

Current Competition - this is the most relevant data, as these are the homes we
must compete for buyers with. I've highlighted in red the properties which have
reduced prices either directly or through cancel/relist.

https://portal.onehome.com/en-US/properties?token=eyJPU04iOiJOV01MUyIsInR5cGUiOiIwIiwiY29udGFjdGlkIjo0NTI3NjM5LCJzZXRpZCI6IjE4MjM2Njc3OCIsInNldGtleSI6Ijc5NSIsImVtYWlsIjoicmh2YUByZWVjZWhvbWVzLmNvbSIsInJlc291cmNlaWQiOjAsImFnZW50aWQiOjM2MDU2LCJWaWV3TW9kZSI6IjEifQ==&SMS=0
https://portal.onehome.com/en-US/properties?token=eyJPU04iOiJOV01MUyIsInR5cGUiOiIwIiwiY29udGFjdGlkIjo0NTI3NjM5LCJzZXRpZCI6IjE4MjM2Njc3OCIsInNldGtleSI6Ijc5NSIsImVtYWlsIjoicmh2YUByZWVjZWhvbWVzLmNvbSIsInJlc291cmNlaWQiOjAsImFnZW50aWQiOjM2MDU2LCJWaWV3TW9kZSI6IjEifQ==&SMS=0


There are no new listings for the past week. We are still well placed in the
competitive market based on price, and the market is reasonably balanced with 2-3
months of inventory. Though, you can see that nearly all listings have adjusted their
price.

OBSERVATIONS, CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
We are definitely in the midst of a substantial shift in the market, and there is not a
consensus on how long it will last and how dynamic it will become. Buyer activity on
the internet, in showings and in offers is down across the board... though there are
still motivated buyers operating in the market and buying homes - so there is still
hope. We simply must be strategic and compelling.

There are always 3 next steps available for your listing:

● Patience - continue forward with the listing price unchanged and without
further enhancements to the property.

● Improve Value Proposition - improve the value proposition of the
property through adjusting the price or enhancing condition of the
property.

● Hold the Property - cancel listing and hold the property as a residence or
rental until market conditions better meet your needs and expectations.

At this time, I'm recommending improving the value proposition as it's clear the
market has had ample opportunity to view the home and judge our price, and we're
just not getting the kind of transaction we need to have success.  I would
recommend reducing the price to $750,000.


